Electronic ID and Trust Services in action:

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT

Your company is going to send you from Spain to Luxembourg. Before arriving there you can already open a bank account in Luxembourg.

1. Using your Spanish eID, the bank is able to verify your age and identity.

Benefit:

NO NEED TO TRAVEL TO LUXEMBOURG – REMOTE IDENTIFICATION IS POSSIBLE.

2. The bank carries out checks on your financial record based on data of your eID (Due Diligence).

Benefit:

YOU DO NOT NEED TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND THE BANK CAN SWIFTLY GIVE GREEN LIGHT.

3. The bank sends all paperwork to you by Electronic Registered Delivery Service (and you can send it back in the same way).

Benefit:

SWIFT, SAFE AND SECURE - GUARANTEE OF ORIGIN AND PROTECTION AGAINST LOSS, THEFT OR DAMAGE.

4. You can sign online using your eSignature.

Benefit:

QUICK, SECURE AND SAVES PAPER!

For more information, visit:
@eID_EU #eidas4smes
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